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eBookinfotech (Erstwhile Market Link) We have established 
ourselves in the field of IT enabled services with full enthusiasm 
to meet our customers requirements. eBookinfotech provides 
IT enabled solutions to cater the industry’s requirements. We 
provide turnkey solutions that allows timely delivery , reporting, 
accountability and quality and scheduling of project. We provide 
unique solutions to suit every customer’s needs.

eBookinfotech strategy is to provide cost effective solution 
prior to the inception of the projects which we take up with our 
customers. Industry trends show that companies that have been 
asking the question ‘why outsource’ have become vocal advocates 
of the outsourcing model outsourcing model. Outsourcing work 
has come to be a tried-and-tested model and is recognized as a 
long term competitive strategy for success. The question going 
around now is ‘why outsource?’ but ‘why not outsource?’

why outsource?
 ♠ Are my resources being utilized effectively?
 ♠ Are my current resources capable of supporting new technology?
 ♠ Is there a quicker, more effective method to handle 

processes? Does my team have the operational expertise 
to do the task assigned?

 ♠ Are we working at optimum costs?
 ♠ Three Reasons to Outsource to eBookinfotech

COST
 ♠ We work when you have work for us and always act as 

your backup.
 ♠ We’re able to work remotely. You don’t have to worry about 

having extra office space or equipment.

TIME
 ♠ We can handle routine financial tasks. You’re free to focus 

on other aspects of running your business.
 ♠ We don’t require intensive training or supervision. You 

can hand off a task knowing that it will be completed 
accurately and on time.

ASSUARANCE
 ♠ We are knowledgeable professionals, committed to becoming 

familiar with you and your business quickly. You can relax 
knowing that you have a dedicated business partner.

 ♠ We can problem-solve, trouble-shoot and 
can reach out anytime. You minimize costly 
down-time by having extra support on days that don’t go 
according to plan

more importantly, you can focus on your core business and 
forget about projects outsourced to us as we handle them as our 
own business which is our bread and butter!!

What we offer ??
 ♠ HTML Conversiion
 ♠ XML Conversion
 ♠ eBook Conversion
 ♠ PDF Conversion

 ♠ Data Conversion
 ♠ Document Scanning
 ♠ Form Processing

HTML Conversion:
Why use HTML?
HTML can come in handy, when your customers visit your website 
and get information about your bussiness. Your can use HTML 
conversion services, when you want to convert yout HTML files 
into a PowerPoint presentation, PDF document or a RTF document.

why outsource?
 ♠ HTML  to PDF conversion- We can convert your documents 

into PDF formates so that you can keep the  source code in the 
book format for future references or for editing. Apart from this, 
we can also create user manuals from your HTML files

 ♠ HTML color conversion- If you have changed your 
website’s logo or want to change the color scheme of your 
website, we can change all your HTML files color scheme 
and meet your requirements

 ♠ HTML to PowerPoint conversion -  If and when your HTML 
page is to be used in slide show or in a presentation we can 
convert your HTML pages into a PowerPoint presentation

 ♠ HTML into any other format - We can convert your HTML 
files into any other format like RTF, Tex (PostScript) and 
ASCII amongest other

Some of these services are
 ♠ Ms-word to HTML conversion
 ♠ Paper to HTML conversion
 ♠ HTML to XHTML conversion
 ♠ HTML to Ms-word, Ms excel
 ♠ HTML to PDF conversion
 ♠ HTML to XML conversion

XML Conversion
We have experienced Data conversion team which uses advanced, 
programmatic, content analysis and transformation tools to deliver 
accurate, fast and reusable XML conversion solutions at lower costs, 
Irrespective of the existing data format we offer XML conversion 
Irrespective of the existing data format we offer XML conversion 
with best value proposition. We ensure 99.99% accuracy for your 
outsourced digital conversion services XML Conversiion from PDF, 
ASCII, RTF, Excel, Hardcopy, Tagged Text, Basic, Ms Access, Tiff, 
Ms word, and all other database and other formats
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SGML Conversion from PDF, Hardcopy, MS Word
MathML Conversions from PDF, RTF
XSLT, CSS, DTD — Analysis & creation NIMAS
DTD, XSLT, XSD, CSS — Analysis & creation
eText/ePub Review
Text to XML.
HTML to XML.
PDF to XML.
Word to XML.
Excel to XML.

e-Book Conversion
Thanks to the growing use of electronic and mobile devices, 
knowledge has gone “digital”. It’s undoubtedly a good thing, 
for digitization makes it easier to locate and work with content. 
Organizations, educational institutions and businesses alike 
are now required to produce and publish content on the digital 
media. But often they lack the resources to do so.
If you find that you are short of the time or the technology necessary 
to meet your e-Publishing requirements, you have come to the right 
place. eBookinfotech offers a complete set of ePublishing services, 
which are entirely customized to suit your needs.
How to ensure the text in your file will convert properly.
In order to properly convert a document to ePub, it must contain 
“real” text that isn’t rasterized or included within an image. To 
tell if your text is “real” there are a few things you can do:
If you have a PDF:
If you can select the text separately, then copy and paste it into a 
Word document, and all text, punctuation and formatting copies 
correctly, your document contains text that is ready for conversion.
If you have a Word document:
If you can select the text separately or modify it in any way, your 
document contains text that is ready for conversion. If your book 
has images that contain text, your final ePub file will also show 
that text as part of the image.
Many hand-held devices which today are the widely used means 
of content consumption use ePub as the standard format for 
electronic publications. eBookinfotech is capable of handling any 
type of ePub conversion as per any publishers need requirements.

PDF Conversion
We have been specializing in PDF Conversion Services. We 
convert your paper based documents into compact, searchable 
PDF files ready for publishing by perfectly combining our 
expertise with latest technologies. We convert your paper 
based documents into compact, searchable PDF files ready for 
publishing by perfectly combining our expertise with latest 
technologies such as high volume low-cost scanners,

Some of these services are:
Books to PDF.
Postscript to PDF.
Microfilm to PDF.
Microfiche to PDF.
Paper to PDF.
JPEG to PDF.
TIFF to PDF.
GIF to PDF.

Types of PDF Files We produce:
Image + Text PDF.
Image only PDF.
Normal PDF.
Vectot PDF or Searchable PDF.
Hyperlinks and Bookmarks.

Data Conversion
We provide a collection of links to utilities for the conversion 
of software data. Data Conversion process, word processors, 
typesetters, all kinds of document formats, and paper into XML, 
SGML, HTML, and other structured formats.

Our extensive range of expertise includes:
 ♠ E-Book Conversion.
 ♠ Data Conversion in specified MS Office formats.
 ♠ OCR Data From Scanned page.
 ♠ High speed large volume Image-Scanning and Data 

Capturing Services.
 ♠ Conversion from paper or E-file to Multiple formats.
 ♠ Scan & OCR paper Book in to CD.
 ♠ Conversion of data across various databases on different 

platforms.



 ♠ Convert Raw Data into MS Office (MS-Word, MS-Excel).
 ♠ Data conversion from MS word to HTML format.
 ♠ Conversion from PDF format to Word format.
 ♠ Conversion from Word to HTML format.
 ♠ HTML Files Form PDF files OCR clean up.

Document Scanning
Our Services Includes Scanning pdf to word Conversions, easy 
tool for PDF converter,image editor works, photo processing, 
digital image Creation, Custom photo editing software tools , 
image search , document management, PDF editor, document 
conversion , various sizes of Document scanning , Omr 
Document Scanning, microfiche Scanning, Paper Scanning, 
document imaging scanning 

 ♠ Our Experienced Employees know how manage high 
volumes of scanning in an efficient way.

 ♠ After Document Scanning / We convert images and data 
from all types of media from commercial documents to 
rare books, computer files, photos and slides

 ♠ With Our Service You Experience “best-in-class” 
performance with Document scanning. Our Scanners 
are specifically made to stand up to the speed and volume 
requirements of just about every business environment..

Our Scanning Machine Capacity ( For Example A3,A4 Scanner)
 ♠ Document Scanning Speed (Pages per minute) - 90 ppm 

Color & Mono
 ♠ Document Scanning Images per minute- 360 ipm Color 

& Mono
 ♠ Optical Resolution- 300 dpi

Form Processing
 ♠ Documents can be distributed easily from digital format 

like mail, data transfer but physical forms distribution is 
too difficult

 ♠ Physical file handling and filing is eliminated it will 
increase

 ♠ office working efficiency
 ♠ Document scanning helps the environment and also 

reduces paper flow in the office

We provide the following services:
a) Capturing of Document data with OCR/ICR/OMR
b) Data Repair of captured data
c) Data Validation of captured data
d) Processed data is available in customer-specific formats
(ASCII, XML, CSV or any database)

HTML/XML/SGMAL Conversion 
Capabilites

We convert to SGML, HTML, XML and other customized 
markpu/ languages at a 99.99% quality level:
Books/Legal documents/ Periodicals/Newspapers/Journals/ 
Legacy materials/ Scientific publishing
We convert any electronic input-FrameMaker, Quark,  
PageMaker, InDesign, TeX, DITA, PDF, etc.- into any other 
electronic format.
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We would love taking you through an online drive of our capabilities and also 
share outsourcing commercial benefits your perusal and review.

Don’t hesitate to ring us anytime!!!
eBookinfotech


